LDCF's Florida ADaPT (Automated Data Processing Tool) has been the industry standard in Florida since its release in 2003. FL ADaPT enables users to review method QC and field QC data contained in electronic data deliverables (EDDs) and qualify that data according to project-specific criteria as defined in your electronic project Quality Assurance Project Plan (eQAPP). FL ADaPT also enables the user to run technical consistency checks, such as ion balance and total versus dissolved constituents. FL ADaPT makes an excellent front end data checker for environmental databases, allowing the data to be reviewed prior to uploading to your database.

Technical Consistency Check Menu

FL ADaPT is used by the State of Florida DEP, many laboratories and commercial environmental consulting firms to verify the quality of their data before making critical decisions.

- Qualify data based on project-specific QAPP guidelines and requirements
- Accommodates professional judgment and keeps an audit trail for all manual edits of reviewed data
- Data review summary reports give the user an overall view of data quality.
- Detailed outlier reports list the exact reasons for data qualification and list the affected samples.
- Allows for data review and qualification of your project's data.
- Accommodates laboratory receipt deliverable review according to both FLDEP and SFWMD criteria.

Outlier Reports

Field Duplicate Outlier Report (non-qualifying outliers)

Contact us for an interactive web demonstration.
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